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The notorious couple Nephew and Barbie are back in Nickerson Barbie 3! Married with a baby,
Barbie finally has everything she has ever dreamed of: a family of her own. While things should be
looking up and happy for the newlyweds, life is everything but in the Morris mansion. Barbie's
mental state has deteriorated to its lowest point, and Nephew tries everything in his power to protect
her from tragic events that he knows can easily destroy her. Old enemies are still on Barbie's trail
and new enemies will surface. But just when things couldn't get any worse, Nephew and Barbie's
marriage starts to fall apart right before their very eyes. The question is, why?Secrets, lies, and
unexpected skeletons will reveal themselves at a rapid pace. Will the couple that fought so hard to
be together be able to survive the turmoil in their marriage, or will the truth rock this deadly couple to
the point of no return?
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I was highly irritated with the way Barbie was acting in this book...in the first two books she was a
smart killer who took no disrespect from no one....Barbie killed Ken Log because he cheated but
Nephew cheated, beat on her, got multiple women pregant (including her best friend) and

disrespected her to the fullest yet she let him live...ALSO barbie killed both her "best friends" for
disrespecting her yet she let all these other dusty hies get out of pocket with her.....its like Renee
wanted to get rid of the charter "Barbie" so she tried to make us hate her by making her do stupid
and annoying s***...I truly liked...no loved "Barbie" and wish this book would have been wrote
better....I loved the first two book but thinking about how I wasted my time on this last book upsets
me but what ever, I just will not be reading no more books by ReneeâœŒ

Very disappointed. In the first two books, Barbie was a smart killer. This book had her looking weak,
dependent, sloppy, and dumb. Slow start for the first few chapters, as well. Felt like trying too hard
to make Nephew relevant. The only thing I think this book really hit on.... was the twist with the
character Bishop.

There isn't gonna be any spoilers in this review.Mimi, I just can't believe how it ended and I'm so
heartbroken. Barbie was everything that I knew she could be in book 3. All she wanted was to be
normal, have the voices go away, be an awesome mother and be loved by Nephew. Unfortunately,
there is always something that has to go wrong that'll alter the plan. I was definitely rooting for a
happy end.Nephew with his dog a$s really pissed me off. He's out here popping babies in females
like I pop mints and will have the audacity to pick and choose which ones he'll claim and care for.
Barbie and Nephew should've switched roles in the end.This is a must read!!Let me finish before my
pressure gets any higher..Jessyca

It has been awhile since we last heard from Barbie, but the story picks up right where we left off. By
bringing Bright and KC into Barbie' s timeline, we were also able to catch up with the lead
characters in two other Mimi Renee dynamic series. It was seamless and kept the momentum of the
book suspenseful and on full blast. I don't want give any spoilers so i will just say that you will not be
disappointed! Mimi Renee's writing continues to show growth and is not publishing your typical
urban fiction trash. I love her books....own them all and will continue support her.

I felt this book made Barbie weak and she was not the same character as the one in the first two
books. I bought this book thinking it would be about Barbie but it was not. It should have named
Nickerson Nephew because that who the whole story was about. It was long and I struggled to read
it, with how wack the author made Barbie's character. I also hate how it ended. I was very
disappointed that I waited so long for this book to come out for it to be this bad

My thoughts of the book is that IT was awesome I loved every minute of it a true page turner..I
became a Mimi Renee fan back in October when I first read her first series DEADLY DECISION I II
III & I man I tell u great series....I had NB 1 already on my kindle but never read it till she released
NB 3 so in order for me to understand Nickerson Barbie I had to jump on board & read NB 1 & NB 2
& I'm glad I did...this author ink game is on point & her imagination is wild...now I don't wanna say to
say much & I hope I'm not but Barbie is crazy as hell & Nephew no different in my opinion they both
were meant for each other...I felt so sorry for Barbie even though SHE was crazy it's like she really
couldn't help it even though she tried...I loved mother E..this was a great series I enjoyed all three
books each book was a true page turner & if u haven't read any of Mimi Renee books u have no
idea what your missing so get your one click on ASAP...

Mimi Renee has done it again.It well so worth the wait.I can't believe Nephew and Barbie.Those two
were hella crazy and made for each other.I totally forgot that Ryan and Nephew had a thang back in
the day and so did Bishop and Barbie.Ryan and Bright was super cray why would you get involved
like that.I surprised at KC but then again I ain't lol she is super Bad.I felt bad for all the
mothers.Then the secrets and turns was crazy as hell,I forgot about wat happen to Miracle.This
damn book was so damn good I so can't wait to get Pretty Bright 3 and KC 3

NB fans, this will NOT disappoint you! Actually, this will be a great read for any Mimi Renee fans
because KC and Bright show up in this one too. I love how all the storylines weave together! There
is really a lot going on in this book but it's all laid out in a clever way. The reader gets to see
everything as it unfolds but the characters have to find it out for themselves. Plenty of twists and
turns and an ending I definitely didn't expect. Five stars all the way!
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